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Obama’s FEMA Tells Volunteer Official Story is Lies on 9/11/01
Texas
Firefightes to Go Away
Plane Crash on Pentagon !
Firefighting-trained volunteers from around the state converged on Bastrop
and Smithville, Texas, yesterday to lend a hand to beleaguered local firefighters Easy to see, there is no evidence
battling the huge wildfires aka the Bastrop County Complex Fire — only to be sent
of Plane Crash! Hole in the
away as Obama’s FEMA federal officials arrived at the scene and took command.
FEMA officials said they turned away the volunteers because local officials
Wall is size of a rocket!
never made a formal request for volunteers to FEMA. [So, under ObamaFEMA,
volunteers to national emergency need not apply? Sounds like Martial Law !]
“We were at the station getting set up into strike teams when a whole line of
beige FEMA cars, tinted windows and such, and this guy came up and said that the
U.S. Forest Service had ‘assumed control of the situation, and that ‘If you don’t
have a vehicle that squirts water, go home,’” said Gordon Greer of Kirbyville, who
drove all night Monday to arrive in the town beset by the worst wildfire in Texas
history. “You’ve got guys who had driven all night long from Corpus Christi and
Brownsville on their own dime, and they turned them away,” Greer said.
A spokesperson with the U.S. National Interagency Incident Center, Jennifer
Jones, confirmed that feds would be assuming command in Bastrop County
around 1 p.m. Tuesday, but had not done so when the firefighting volunteers were
told to leave.
The Bastrop County Office of Emergency Management announced via its
Facebook account Tuesday afternoon that “If you are a fire fighter wanting to volunteer you have to be activated by the National Forestry Service first.”
Furthermore, FEMA said that “Members of local departments should not selfdeploy. Have your fire chief contact TIFMAS Coordinator Joe Florentino at jflorentino@littleelm.org". [OMG, what happened to State Sovereignty vs Feds?]
Several of the volunteers voiced their displeasure, however, at federal agents
taking charge now at the scene after appeals by Texas Gov. Rick Perry for federal
aid during a previous series of wildfires earlier this year was turned down.
“They’re willing to sacrifice the lives of the people of Bastrop just so they can
come in here and pull rank,” said Daniel Miller of Nederland, who had led a group
of Texas Nationalist Movement members who were certified firefighters to
Bastrop from the Beaumont area. Miller said he and several other members of the
group would remain in the Bastrop area to aid with civilian relief efforts.
Obama's FEMA response exemplfies what is WRONG with America today.
You lay out a protocol that is wrapped neatly and tied with a bow of bureucratic
BS as if when people's homes are burning and livestock are dying you have the
LUXURY of turning away able bodied men who showed up because THEY CARE
NOT BECAUSE IT'S THEIR JOB! That type of ObamaThink is stright out of
Communism that discourages the ALL AMERICAN SPIRIT of INDEPENDENCE
and SELF Reliance and independence from centralized federal government.
“I'd take a dozen true hearted men over ten thousand paid responders ANY
DAY,” wrote Catherine Crabill
“To have your neighbors, friends & hometown strangers come and offer to
help you as your property goes down is a blessing not shown in any regulation or
government red tape. It comes down to power and money. The federal government
folks cover themselves in regulation because of laws they pass. Bob said because
of paperwork they don’t like working with volunteers. This is the most sickening
thing, powertrip is apparent here and forcing us to be reliant on the police for protection, insurance when things go wrong & government for jobs is what is wrong,
and now they turn away firefighters when Bastrop burned. I guarantee most people will accept it because of conditioning to accept big government regulation,
wrote D.Holsonbake
[Editor’s Note: An important lesson for the obama supporters to learn is that
charismatic politicians with no history who are catapulted to the national stage
from one of the most politically corrupt areas of the country ARE NOT YOUR
MESSIAH! Do not treat him as such or you're going to get burned. And, what is
coming next from Obama-House? MARTIAL LAW: U.S. troops returning from
Iraq are being re-allocated to occupy America, running checkpoints and training to
deal with “civil unrest and crowd control” under the auspices of a Northcom program that revolved around deploying 20,000 active duty troops inside America to
“help” state and local officials during times of emergency. Training program completion, 2011. NOW !]

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Got your guns and ammo yet?
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

Sunday will mark the 10-year anniversary of the 9/11 attack on the Pentagon,
and the two airplane crash attacks on the Twin Towers in NYC, and the obvious
controlled demolition of both towers and Building 7 the false flag “Terror Attacks”
were designed to obscure. The official version of what happened that day when
3,000 people died is lies upon lies that are accepted as fact and without question
by people who do not want to see the evidence such as the photos above that prove
there was no plane crash at the Pentagon, and the photo below of the top of the
Twin Towers blowing off hours after the
plane crashed twenty stories below.
Airplanes did NOT knock down the Twin
Towers and Building 7! 9/11/01 was
controlled demolition TREASON and
conspiracy by Administration of Pres.
Bush, and Congress, and Israeli Jews
secret service Mossad and Larry
Silverstein for insurance money, Stock
Market Insiders $Millions, and for starting war for oil in Iraq, Afghanistan, Iran,
Lybia, and protecting the Zionist Jews
state of Israel from Palestinian resistance
to occupation of their lands.
Why is there is no inquiry by the
American people. What their “leaders”
feed them is automatically believed to be Hours after the 9/11 airplanes hit the Twin
Towers, the top of the buildings exploded,
true? No questions allowed! No volun- and continuous small explosions observed
teers!
as the buildings fell in a controlled demoliOfficial story has it that 19 hijackers tion that could only occure from preposiliving in caves in Afghanistan with tioned bombs before airplane crashes.
Osama Bin Ladin— outwitted the vast
United States intelligence network and the worldwide intelligence network for
months while preparing to carry out the largest attack ever on American soil.
The 19 hijackers reportedly learned to fly — but not land — small airplanes
so they could pull off the attacks with giant commercial airliners. The hijackers
split into four teams and, armed only with box cutters, each overpowered the crew
and a planeload of passengers. There weren’t 20 hijackers and four equal teams
because one of the hijackers, Zacarias Moussaoui, was in jail in Minnesota on an
immigration violation.
During the hijacking, passengers reportedly used cell phones and airplane
seat-back phones to call loved ones to tell them of their plight, even though such
technology was not available in 2001. Questions? Anyone? WAKE UP America!
After two of the planes performed extreamly difficult piloting maneuvers in
order to crash into the towers of the World Trade Center, they erupted into huge
fireballs. Yet, the passport of one of the accused hijackers was found, intact, lying
on the sidewalk, virtually unsinged and undamaged but soaked in jet fuel. This
passport “lead” put the FBI on the trail of the hijackers and their co-conspirators
right away, and within hours the FBI released all the names of the now dead hijackers, regardless of the fact the names belonged to alive non-hijackers . [ page 2]
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9-11-01 REVIEW: Inside Job
was Purely TREASON

[Continued from page 1] The official lies say that the small cool jet fuel fires
resulting from the crash, brought down the two towers within hours and even
brought down an adjacent building that was undamaged by the planes and had
sustained only minimal fire damage. It has also been evacuated before the planes
crashed into the Twin Towers. Hmmm, why? And owner Larry Silverstein is on
video saying to Pull It meaning blow up Building 7, and it too fell down in another perfectly controlled demolition pattern, like Twin Towers.
Another official lie is that in a field over Shanksville, Pa., a group of passengers decided to overpower their hijackers and regain control of the plane. One of
the passengers, Todd Beamer, reportedly uttered the now famous words, “Are you
guys ready? Let’s roll,” according to a customer service representative Beamer
had reached using a credit card phone in the back of an airplane seat. [Again, such
technology was not available in 2001, wake up America !]
Beamer and other passengers wrestled with hijackers for control, and the aircraft plunged into the ground in a field and disintegrated into millions of pieces,
most of which were small enough to fit into a carry-on bag. The largest piece
found at the site was a section of fuselage about the size of a car hood. A section
of the engine was found more than a mile away, and debris from the crash was
found as far as eight miles away, blown there by the very light 10-mph winds after
being tossed into the air by the crash. [give me a BREAK !! LIES ]
By 3:30 p.m. CIA Director George Tenet had fingered Osama bin Laden as
the culprit with three known al-Qaida operatives. bin Laden denied any involvement; Afghanistan had nothing to do with it, and Iraq had no WMD’s. It was war
for oil, and political power over US Citizens and increase federal powers.
Shortly thereafter, the “War on Terror” begins in Afghanistan with the purported goal of finding and killing bin Laden. Bush signed the USA PATRIOT Act,
which had not been read by any Congressmen, yet was passed by the house 35766 and the Senate by 98-1. All Americans became SUSPECTS for TSA, FEMA,
Homeland Security, and a corrupted Judiciary to coerce and harass, and the
Constitution for the United States of America be damned.
On Nov. 27, 2002, a commission called the National Commission on Terrorist
Attacks Upon the United States (9/11 Commission) was formed to “prepare a full
and complete account of the circumstances surrounding the September 11, 2001
attacks.” The commission issued its final report and closed on Aug. 21, 2004. In
a nutshell, it blamed failures on the part of the CIA and the FBI and said the
attacks could have been prevented. Nothing about Zionist Israeli operatives,
planting demolition bombs in the buildings, ignored eye witness testimony of
bombs exploding in all three buildings even underground to provoke a controlled
demolition as was the case here; nothing about the millions $$ won by stock
traders who had prior knowledge and shorted the airlines stocks knowing it would
drop; nothing about Silverstein “pull it” remarks on Building 7; no videos of
attack on Pentagon, no videos of FAA controllers on 9/11 allowed to be viewed.
Nothing about the emails warning Jews to get out of the WTC. Nothing about cell
phone technology not available 2001. Why were these witnesses hushed up and
why weren’t they allowed to testify for the 9/11 Commission? So Who Done it?
No reply.
Case closed for the media and the vast majority of the American public.
But, consider these strange facts: President Bush was at Booker Elementary
School in Florida. Before entering the classroom, Bush said he learned of the first
crash before entering the classroom when he saw the plane crash into the building
on television. There was no video of the first crash until much later in the day, and
the school principal said there was no television in the area that Bush could have
seen anyway. Why this discrepancy? Was Bush lying? Did he have prior knowledge? He continued reading goat story.
Witnesses reported seeing a white jet that looked like a fighter plane trailing
United Airlines Flight 93, and a huge explosion was reported in the area over
Pennsylvania. Did a US fighter plane shoot down flight 93, order by Cheney?
At least 60 Israeli citizens were arrested and held secretly — some of them
with ties to Israeli military and intelligence, some dressed as Arabs and taking
photos of the plane crashes as they happened in real time as though they knew a
head of time and were prepared to photograph their big event
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Fox News’ Carl Cameron broke that news. His four-part series provided evidence that the Israelis had foreknowledge of the 9/11 attacks, but the report has
been scrubbed from Fox News’ website. Why did Fox News scrub the stories?
The North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) is tasked with
protecting American airspace. Yet even though the Federal Aviation
Administration notified NORAD of the hijacking of American Airlines Flight 11
at 8:38 a.m. and other flights in the minutes that followed, it wasn’t until long after
the last plane hit the ground that NORAD planes showed up. Where were they and
why did NORAD sit on news of the hijacked planes for several minutes (which
NORAD admits to but won’t explain) before scrambling any fighters? NORAD
stonewalled and its representatives lied. What were they covering up and why?
Why do they continue to stonewall to this day?
Firefighters and reporters arriving on the scene of the WTC fires claim to
have heard numerous explosions before the buildings collapsed. What caused the
explosions? Were they deliberately set to bring down the twin towers in controlled
demolition style? Owner Larry Silverstein was reportedly beginning the process
of tearing down the Twin Towers and EPA regulations made the process slow and
very expensive.....a controlled demolition would not be permitted in big city, but
a terrorist attack would be good cover and he could and did collect insurance $$.
How did fires cause two skyscrapers to fall? It’s the first time fire ever
brought down a skyscraper, and it happened to three buildings in one day. Why
did they pancake down as if in a controlled demolition? If fire weakened the support beams, as the official stories suggest, why didn’t the towers fall to one side
or the other rather than pancake down as if in a controlled event? Many engineers
and architects at <http://www.ae911truth.org/>AE911truth.org say it could not
have happened as we’re told. Why are they being ignored? Better yet, if these
architects and engineers are lying about their theories, ask yourself what they
stand to gain from lying and what is their motive?
Traces of an explosive called thermite were found in the rubble of the WTC
and melted steel was found beneath the columns. What is the source of the thermite and what caused the steel to liquefy? Burning jet fuel does not reach a temperature high enough to liquefy steel.
What caused WTC Building 7 to fall?
The maneuver required to fly an airliner at the trajectory of the one that hit
the Pentagon would be difficult for an experienced pilot, and some of the air traffic controllers watching the flight believed it to be a military aircraft at the time.
How did a terrorist with limited — and by all accounts very poor — flying ability pull off such a maneuver without crashing into the ground before the Pentagon?
Why was the hole in the Pentagon wall too small to accommodate an airliner — both in width and height? Why were no identifiable parts of a Boeing 757
found at the crash site? Why was an engine turbofan from an A3 Skywarrior found
at the crash scene? If Flight 77 did not crash into the Pentagon, what happened to
it and its passengers and crew?
In the weeks and months after the attack, men alleged to have been the hijackers and supposed to have died in the attacks began turning up alive. At least
seven of them have been seen since 9/11 and one was found to have died prior to
9/11 in an airplane crash. What is the explanation for the misidentification by the
FBI of these innocent people?
Why did Bush begin talking to cabinet members about attacking Iraq while
the Afghanistan attack was being formulated?
If we attacked Afghanistan with the intention of defeating al-Qaida and
killing Osama bin Laden, why are we still there? Al-Qaida is no longer in
Afghanistan and bin Laden is reportedly dead.
Why did the Pentagon participate in a cover-up and attempt to mislead the
9/11 Commission? Why did Commission members say they believed the
Commission was set up to fail? Why have there been no charges of obstruction of
justice filed against those who stonewalled and lied to the Commission?
Did someone or someones in government or within some shadowy quasigovernmental agency participate in or facilitate the attacks? What other lies are
we being told?

Why aren’t you asking some
of these questions, demanding
to see all the evidence?
========================
The so-called "War on Drugs" has been
used as a cover for government crimes:
1) violating Constitution rights, 2) raising money for illegal wars and other
criminal activity, 3) rewarding cooperative gangsters, 4) militarizing the police.
Now there's a new use for the "Drug War" - dissolving the US-Mexican border. see the hair-raising details here on SecondAmendmentTV.com w/Alex Jones
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Gun Rights Patriot to Prison?

An unidentified spokesperson for the Bureau of Prisons issued a terse explanation for denying a furlough to Hollis Wayne Fincher, keeping him from attending graveside services for his deceased wife, Linda.--services were held
Thursday, September 1.
Prison official said that after carefully reviewing the matter, it has been determined that Mr. Fincher does not qualify for a furlough to attend the funeral based
on the nature of his offense. Additionally, his presence in the community could
attract undue public attention and create an unusual concern in the community,
because of the extent of public knowledge of the offense.
Wow! How bad is Fincher's "offense"?
What representatives of the federal machine find offensive, is standing up for
his right to keep and bear arms suitable for militia service--as is guaranteed by the
very document his oath-breaking persecutors swore to uphold and defend. The
absolutely nonviolent "nature" of his "offense" was defiance of their unconstitutional rules--and that is something they will not tolerate--no matter how well
behaved their captive has been, and even if scheduled for release soon.
But there was no careful review--that is a demonstrable lie, as the graveyard
itself is so out of the way that directions to attend services cautioned "Mineral
Springs Rd. is not well marked." Mineral Springs Cemetery, West Fork, AR is far
removed from the "community", and you realize that attracting "undue public
attention" at that locale is a lie by insolent and cruel "public servants."
And as for "unusual concern," that's just their way of insulting Fincher's family, friends and supporters--like they would abuse a solemn occasion of sadness
and respect to be disruptive or worse.
This is a typical, heartless bureaucratic response where no one is personally
accountable. It is an in-your-face not only to Fincher and his family, but from the
federal bureaucracy to the entire Patriot movement.
It is also a warning: Cross them and the same will happen to you, and while
your family is grieving, the faceless, vindictive "officials" who impose diktats
they know will cause you pain, will drive home on Friday night for the long
weekend--oh, sorry, the services were yesterday?-- secure in their publicly-funded positions, benefits, pensions...Wake up Americans, YOU are NEXT !
The health of the nation is reflected in the health of the second amendment
when public servants actively support your personal independence from them as
our servants. Official affirmation of the second amendment is the beginning of
this respect for you as the sovereign and them as our servants in the totality of all
our other rights. Being armed is a valid and law abiding choice, and it makes as
much rational and practical sense as more people knowing CPR.

2nd Am Rights Are Absolute or they do not exist at all.
"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
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Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Maui Charter ?

The Maui County Charter Commission will start the process of deliberating on
the many proposed charter amendments it has received at its next meeting,
Monday, Sept. 12.
The commission has received in excess of 70 charter amendment proposals
from the public, as well from County Council Members, the Mayor and various
County Departments. The commission held countywide series of public hearings
in its process to encourage input from the Maui County public.
oh, yea? Why did County hire attorneyes Broder and vanDyke to cut out proposals from We The People, a disservice to the public process, not right to let them
and their biases silence us. Let us see all proposals from everyone who makes
the effort to submit their ideas.
Get individual accountability of behaviors by Police into Charter. Taxpayers
should not have to keep paying for abuse of authority by MPD officers when they
beat up citizens, make false charges and false arrests, prohibit cameras recording
their actions, plant drugs and guns on people to entrap them, violate 2nd Am. gun
rights to keep and bear arms is a Right that must not be infringed and is the final
defense against government tyrants. Put these into the Charter! Stop Real
Property Taxation slavery, too. mahalos, George Peabody
“The commission has been primarily in listening mode for the last four
months. Now it’s time for the rubber to start hitting the road as the commission
starts the process of deliberating and sifting through all of these great ideas the
public has offered to us. We will continue to accept proposals or refinements on
proposals as we work through the list of proposals we have,” said Commission
Chair Josh Stone.
“Because we only have about a year to work through this process, it is critical
that we begin to analyze and prioritize,” Stone said.
The Charter Commission is an 11-member board appointed by the Mayor and
approved by the Maui County Council to conduct a review of the County Charter.
The charter is the equivalent to the County’s constitution, the blueprint that sets the
structure of county government. The Commission may make recommendations to
amend the charter to the voters in the next election.
The commission will also take testimony from the public on any subject related to the County Charter.
The Sept. 12 meeting will be held from noon to 4 p.m. at the Planning
Commission Conference Room in the county complex on High Street in Wailuku.
For more information about the meeting, call 270-7742. email: HYPERLINK
"mailto:charter.commission@mauicounty.gov" charter.commission@mauicounty.gov and website: HYPERLINK "http://www.mauicounty.gov" www.mauicounty.gov see top left of cover page.

● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5 ACRES $9,750! Southern COLORADO. Level valley land on road.
Near high mountains and rivers.
Surveyed. $500 down, $125 monthly.
Owner 806-376-8690.
diane.steed@att.net

Every
Wednesday

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2-bdrm house, newly renovated,
fully furnished. Carport, storage, laundry $1250/mo. min. 6 mos. Lease.
Non-smokers only. No pets. Last
house Seaside Place Koheo Wetland
koheo_kottages@yahoo.com or

Obama Court Date
changed: Oct. 12

IMPORTANT! A hearing before judge Rhonda Nishimura in the first circuit
court of the state of HI is scheduled for October 12th, 8:30 am. Attorney Orly
Taitz will be flying to HI around Oct 11th.
Court address 777 Punchbowl str., Honolulu, HI. First circuit court, judge Hon. Rhonda Nishimura. The hearing is related to the Writ of Mandamus for
release for expert inspection of Obama’s original birth certificate reportedly on file
in the department of Health. Defendants are Director of Health Loretta Fuddy and
registrar Alvin T. Onaka
The federal case hearing scheduled for September 14 is cancelled for now.
However, Miki Booth and Dean Haskins will be in Honolulu the 13th and 14th of
this month, and would like to talk with anyone who might be available to be at the
court building on November 21. And the $10,000 REWARD for 1961 Honolulu
Advertiser and Star Bulletin has not been claimed. Call 808-558-8253 or email to
George Peabody, email MolokaiMAN@basicisp.net if you have the paper.

International Bee Conference Sept 12-15
the Big Island of Hawaii: Bees in Hawaii
Threatened by Mites and Beetles
Hawaii’s “idyllic days” as a beekeeper’s paradise are over, according to
Danielle Downey, state apiculture specialist, leading to a “crash mobilization of
Hawaiian beekeepers and supporters of the industry who are fighting for the survival of their bees.” In line with that mobilization, the international Western
Apicultural Society is holding its annual conference Sept. 12-Sept. 15 at Hapuna
Beach Prince Hotel in South Kohala.
Apiary recovery following assaults by Varroa mite and small hive beetles will
be a focus of the Sept. 12-15 Western Apicultural Society's annual conference at
the Hapuna Beach Prince Hotel.
The public is invited.

Obama Homosexual Agenda Opens
Door Through new “Super Congress” !

Radical Obama Homosexuals in Washington are furiously plotting how best to
ram
their perverse agenda through Congress. And they’ve figured out the perfect
phone 1-808-553-5992.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
scheme to do just that: The new “Super Congress.”
HELP WANTED
Just look at the place where these special laws for homosexuals are in effect.
FINAL EXPENSE AGENCY
At Massachusetts, children participate in “Gay and Lesbian Pride Day,” where
needs licensed insurance agents – Paid practicing homosexual celebrities are praised and students are taught that perverse
daily – Agent incentives with growth – homosexual sex acts are normal and healthy.
And think of the danger for young children if a homosexual pedophile
Proven lead system TV & Direct Mail
becomes their coach or teacher. And they think saying no is somehow “hateful.”
– Call Laura, 1-800-722-4605
If the Homosexual Lobby succeeds, I’m afraid our children may never be safe.
===================
Freedom Is NOT FREE
Super Congress is the new debt crisis “solution” that passed through the
House and Senate and Obama signed into law hours before the default?
Enforce the Bill of Rights
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Unfortunately, the agenda of the “Super Congress” is NOT limited to only the
Freedom is not a spectator sport! debt crisis. They can push through ANYTHING they want.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Not only that, but because of the rules, NOTHING this “Super Congress”
An armed man is a Citizen; pushes can be filibustered or amended. And the Homosexual Lobby knows it.
un-armed man is a subject. They’re going all out. They’ve finally found a way to prevent our minority in
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Congress from stopping them in their tracks.
That means:
1.) The Homosexual Classrooms Act, which would mandate pro-homosexual
lessons in EVERY school, even private religious ones.
2.) The Gay Bill of Special Rights, which would grant special protections no
other Americans have.
3.) Federally recognized Homosexual “Marriage” officially declaring perversion as equal to the sanctity of REAL marriage.
To make matters worse, Barack Obama is desperate. His public support has
evaporated and to save his re-election prospects he is paying off the radical
Homosexual Lobby by granting every wish on their perverse list.
Barack Obama has brought an end to “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” allowing infiltration of America’s military by flamboyant homosexuals; Obama pledged to
repeal the Defense of Marriage Act and flatly REFUSED to do his job and defend
federal legislation in court; Obamanominated Homosexual ally Elena Kagan to the
Supreme Court.
The Gay Bill of Special Rights? Obama promised homosexuals “We’re pushing hard to pass [it]...I will not waver in my commitment.”
And the Homosexual Classrooms Act? He’s taken the lead in opposing what
he calls “school bullying.” That’s nothing but a trick designed to sweeten the poison pill of the Homosexual Agenda.
The Homosexual Lobby is desperate and they will do anything to ram through
their radical agenda. If you and I don’t stop them now, they will succeed in using
the “Super Congress” to ram every aspect of the Homosexual Agenda into law.
===================================================

Your Company is in good company with The M.A.N.

It really leaves me wondering when people are going to put a
stop to the tyranny and corruption coming at us at excellerating
pace from Obama-government agents?
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Molokai High School News
Parents, students experience Senior
Project ‘Ohana Night
At the Molokai High School’s Senior Project 'Ohana Night on Tuesday,
August 16, students and parents were able to get information on the Project’s primary components: the research paper, the portfolio, the community service action,
and the panel presentation. ‘Ohana Night participants learned about the Senior
Project links on the school's website and spoke to MHS graduates Guy Brito,
Ceriann Espiritu, and Misty Mollena, about their projects. Present at the ‘Ohana
Night were the High School’s administrative staff, Principal Stan Ha’o and Vice
Principal Daniel Espaniola, as well as, Kelley Dudoit of the UHMC Molokai
Institutional Support. Community adults interested in opportunities to assist with
the Senior Project can call Karen Harada, Senior Project Coordinator, or email
Senior Project Committee Member, Glenda Kahoohanohano at
Glenda_Kahoohanohano@notes.k12.hi.us. You can also contact Senior Project
Committee members Diane Mokuau, Nancy Lawrence, and Jocelyn “Pinky”
Buchalter. The Senior Project will be featured at a MHS community outreach
meeting on Wednesday, September 7, 2011, 6 p.m., at Kaunakakai Elementary
School’s cafeteria.

Molokai High School Hana Hou Tuesdays Returns!
Need a quiet, air conditioned area to study, use the computer, get teacher help,
read or enjoy a snack? Come to the Molokai High School library on Tuesdays from
2:00 p.m.- 8:00 p.m. Stay tuned for upcoming special events. Seniors! Get HELP
for your Senior Project research paper rough draft!! Sept. 13, 2011 2:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Senior Project Committee will be available to assist (Mrs. Buchalter, Mrs.
Lawrence, Mrs. Kahoohanohano, Ms. Harada)

Molokai High School Community Council
The Molokai High School Community Council will be meeting on
Wednesday, September 14, 2011 at 3:30 pm in the Molokai High School Library.
Public is welcome to attend. Please call Diane Mokuau at 567-6950 regarding any
questions you may have.

Students’ Grades and Assignments Online
Students and parents can access class assignments and grades at
www.engrade.com/molokaihigh. User id and password to students' accounts were
given to students on August 10, 2011 in advisory. Grade and assignment information will be updated on the following dates:
Monday, September 12, 2011
Monday, September 26, 2011
If you need technical assistance, contact Julia De George at 567-6950 ext. 229.

Molokai High School Drivers Educaiton
Please check out the website <http://molokaihigh.weebly.com/driver-education-program.html>http://molokaihigh.weebly.com/driver-educationprogram.html for information regarding driver's education. This web page will provide up to date announcements as well as prerequisites students need to complete.

Book Break Event July 27 Winners
At Molokai High and Middle Schools’ Book Break on Wednesday, July 27,
teachers and staff members were the first to browse and borrow new and highlighted library resources. Refreshments included specialty drinks and homemade
muffins to provide a “Borders-like” setting for networking, collaboration, and lesson planning. High School principal, Stan Hao, enjoyed a Hawaiian ancient games
book while new Middle School principal, Gary Davidson, found a book that captured his interest in sculpture. For a “Guess the Reader” library contest, teachers
and staff members posed for pictures using their hands and a book as clues.
Congratulations to Special Drawing winners: Laura Buller and Glenda
Kahoohanohano. Lucky Number contest winners were Lori Kaiama, Rodney
Nelson & Berna Puhi.

Hana Hou Tuesday
Every Tuesday Molokai High and Middle Schools’ library is open to the public from 2:00 to 8:00 p.m. as part of the 21st Century “Connecting Molokai M’s”
grant. Students and families have access to books, databases, computers, ipads,
ebooks, tutors and refreshments are available to all participants.

NEW BOOK RELEASE
author: Keanu Sai

Ua Mau Ke Ea, Sovereignty Endures: An
Overview of the Political and Legal
History of the Hawaiian Islands
The Pu'a Foundation has released a
provocative new textbook that will challenge current information listed in history of Hawai'i textbooks used in classrooms today. Ua Mau Ke Ea,
Sovereignty Endures: An Overview of
the Political and Legal History of the
Hawaiian Islands by Keanu Sai, Ph.D.
Based on more than 20 years of
research and investigation, Sai's book
challenges the accuracy of previous
events in the history of Hawai'i that have
been and continue to be taught in classrooms today. Grounded in political science, Ua Mau Ke Ea takes the reader on
a journey beginning with Kamehameha I
in the 18th century to present day
Hawai'i and exposes the fallacy of the
United States' annexation of Hawai'i,
thus revealing errors on what has been taught in classrooms in Hawai'i . Hawai'i’s
Annexation by USA and the Republic of Hawaii connotes legality by mutual
agreement, the act was not 100% mutual and therefore not legal, in Sai’s opinion,
and concludes that by definition of international law there was no annexation, we
are left then with the word occupation as the relationship of USA and Hawaii.
“Annexations vs Occupations in the history of Hawaiian Islands is an important subject of Sai’s text book, but readers should consider on their own the same
question regarding the bloody wars and annexations by Kamehameha I, refered to
as “unification”, ” writes Molokai Advertiser-News editor George Peabody. This
book is a must read for thinking people who question authority and face reality.
"Ua Mau Ke Ea is an eye-opening text that fosters a new understanding of our
history," says Toni Bissen, Executive Director of Pu'a Foundation. "Under the
Hawaiian Historical Production Project, we commissioned this historical work of
Dr. Sai and Ms. Sai-Dudoit to support Pu'a Foundation's mission of developing
community educational teaching resources to serve Hawai'i's communities to assist
with reconciliation efforts that address consequences of the overthrow."
Pu'a Foundation believes Ua Mau Ke Ea will be an insightful learning supplement for Hawaiian history classes at high school and college levels. Sai's fresh
perspective on the topic has already earned rave reviews from local educators.
"Heavily dependent on primary sources and contextualization, this book is a
radical departure from 'conventional' histories with some truly fresh insights on the
Hawaiian Kingdom and Hawai'i's current legal status," adds Umi Perkins, Ph.D., a
High School Honors Hawaiian History educator from Kamehameha SchoolsKapalama. "By focusing on Hawai'i's often-neglected legal infrastructure, Sai
shows its problematic-and ultimately occupied-nature."
The textbook is now available for purchase online at www.puafoundation.org
and will be available at Native Books/Na Mea Hawai'i in Ward Warehouse.
Call (808) 945-3570, email puafoundation@hawaii.rr.com or www.puafoundation.org Cost: Book - $35
Historical Documentary DVD - $25 (Pre-orders will be taken)
An instructional data CD containing sample exams and teaching materials is
also available for educational instructors upon request. This includes sample tests,
PowerPoint presentations, discussion questions and reference copies of primary
historical documents. Please contact Pu'a Foundation.
Pu'a Foundation is a 501(c)(3) organization which develops projects that foster an understanding and holistic context of the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy through research, knowledge sharing and open dialogue, and to heal and reconcile the past and present for a better future in Hawaii.
Photo below: In Hawaii, we are all Hawaiians, and we are all under attack by
an out of control non-Constitutional treasonous federal and state regimes.

Scheduled activities are:
Senior Project Support 2-8 p.m. on 9/13, 10/25, 11/1, 11/22, 12/13, 1/31, 2/21,
3/6, 4/10, 5/1
Science Fair Support 6 – 7:30pm 9/6, 10/11, 11/1, 11/15, 11/22, 11/29, 12/6
Commemorating September 11, 2001 Ohana Night 6 – 7:30 p.m. on 9/13
Book Fair Family Night 6 – 7:30 p.m. on 10/18
National History Day Support 2 – 3:30 p.m. on 9/20, 9/27, 10/11, 10/18,
10/25, 11/1, 11/8, 11/15, 11/22, 11/29, 12/6, 12/13

You Can Protect Freedom: Question Authority!
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
them."
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)

